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ABSTRACT

NEW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR TESTING BOTH LINEAR AND
NONLINEAR DEVICES WITH THE HP8753B RF NETWORK ANALYZER

Nonlinear devices, like amplifiers and mixers. require more complicated test procedures than
linear devices. Thorough testing of these devices includes the measurement of harmonic
distortion, gain compression. conversion loss, and two-tone intermodulation distortion, in addi
tion to linear parameters like gain or insertion loss, bandwidth. group delay, reflection coeffi
cient, reverse isolation. and so forth. This paper describes how to make these measurements,
utilizing the powerful new capabilities of the HP8753B Vector Network Analyzer. Detailed
measurement setups and the proper techniques for best accuracy are discussed, along with
many practical examples.
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NEW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

FOR TESTING BOTH LINEAR AND

NONLINEAR DEVICES WITH THE

HP 8753B RF NETWORK ANALYZER
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• Define the nonlinear properties of amplifiers,
and show how they are measured.

• Do the same for mixers.

• For each of these measurements, emphasize
the recommended "BEST PRACTICES" to use
for good results.

• Understand the block diagram of the HP 87538
and how it makes these measurements.

o rU1N1E

- 1. Introduction

2. Amplifier Measurements

3. Mixer Measurements

4. Conclusion

This paper examines the measurement of
some nonlinear parameters of amplifiers
and mixers with the HP8753B Network
Analyzer. Because these are more complex
than linear measurements, there are some
details that affect the accuracy of the
result. The main objective of this paper is
to demonstrate the proper techniques that
will gi\'e the most accurate data. It is also
helpful to study the analyzer's block dia
gram so as to better understand why some
of these details are necessary.

The first section reviews the basics of how
a network analyzer works, and considers
the difference between linear and non
linear networks. The next section will deal
with nonlinear amplifier measurements.
and will explain the swept harmonic mea
surement capability of the HP8753B.
Then we will look at some mixer measure
ments and the network analyzer's frequen
cy offset capability. Many example mea
surements are shown, along with the result
ing data.
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~lErWOIRK ~1N~lYZlE/R IB~SK~S
Swept stimulus response testing

r------c;j-------: Receiver

Source I : l0
"v : INetworkl: N
AFUW)IH(jW)1 G(jw) V'

G(jw)lcrrrw_
G(jw) = F (jw) H(jw)

Sweeping F(jw) traces out the network's reponse H(jw)

1E1WORK ~U'{~lYllElR
.-'_._._._._._._, r"'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'l
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: L.O. i•._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.!
R=F (jw) B=G (jw) ~ =H (jw)

Measures both IH (jwll and LH (jw)

Here is a simple picture of how a network
analyzer works. A sinewave generator
applies a signal to the network and a
receiver measures the network's response
to this stimulus. If the frequency of the
sinewa ve generator is swept. then the
receiver's output will be the transfer func
tion of the network; e.g., gain versus
frequency. If the source and receiver are
not perfect. then their frequency response
can be corrected by making a calibration
measurement.

A vector network analyzer measures both
the magnitude and the phase of the trans
fer function. It has two or more matched
channels in the receiver so it can measure
the input and output signals simultaneously
and take their ratio. The receiver usually
mixes the signals down to some lower IF
frequency where they are actually mea
sured and displayed.

~
linear Network

TIme
~ lnelde~ T,anomltt..t

!~ ---Y\til =>
Ff'9q".ncy

Non-linear Network

lnelde~l T,...mlll..t

"----"-.. --V

f'requency

This type of instrument works very well
when measuring linear networks, where a
sinewave input produces a sinewave out
put at the same frequency with only an
amplitude and phase change. A nonlinear
network. however. produces an output
composed of many frequencies which is
dependent on the power level of the input.
Most network analyzers cannot measure
an output signal at a different frequency
than the input signal. so they can only
make limited measurements of nonlinear
devices.

- 5 -
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LINEAR DEVICES / LINEAR MEASUREMENTS

Some example!> of linear networks are
filters. cables, and small-signal amplifiers.
Parameters of interest include gain,
bandwidth, impedance, group delay, and
reverse isolation. all of which can be mea
sured with a vector network analyzer.

NONLINEAR DEVICES /NONLINEAR MEASUREMEfHS

Filters

Cables

Matching Networks

Smail-Signal Amplifiers

Saturated Amplifiers

Frequency Doublers

Mixers

Receivers

Gain
Insertion Loss

Bandwidth
Impedance
Group Delay
Phase Unearlty
Reverse Isolation

Harmonic Distortion

Gain Compression

Intermodulatlon Distortion

Conversion Loss

Conversion Compression

Nonlinear networks such as amplifiers
near saturation and mixers have
parameters which are more difficult to
measure. Usually, things like harmonic
distortion and mixer conversion loss are
measured with a signal generator and spec
trum analyzer. one frequency at a time. If
the de\"ice under test is a broadband am
plifier. for example. it may require many
measurements at different frequencies to
adequately characterize the harmonic dis
tortion. We will see how to make swept
measurements of these nonlinear
parameters with the HP8753B, which
greatly speeds up the process.

OQJlrU~1E

1. Introduction

• 2. Amplifier Measurements

3. Mixer Measurements

4. Conclusion

Now that we have an understanding of
the basics of network analysis, let's con
sider measuring an amplifier, and look at
some specific examples of how to set up
these measurements.
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Gain
Bandwidth
Reflection Coefficient
Reverse Isolation

Group Delay

Harmonic Distortion
Gain Compression
Intermodulatlon Distortion

Pool

(B~ f6 ,26

~
F, 2F, 3F, Freq

: ,
DUT: VN • I,V.. + I,:Vt'\ + IIV", + ...

INPUT. v... A ••, (WI I

1 ,r. 3 'J fl, 2". r, "l "OUTPVT:V ... -i l :'" +L1,A +.I.A co.(~t)+Ij.!' COI{ --"'+t.A'"I."" Jco1(3l-U

• DC + f~...... ,.. 2hd "''''''''c + 3rd ....',.."lc

"EAL DUT. V .... • , ILl)· V. + .,(W)' v..' + .. IW)' v..' + ...

HP 8753B BLOCK DIAGRAM-NETWORK ANALYZER MO ::

r~~'~~C~~~1 "'-'-'---'-'---'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-1
! ~~eUTAlB; IF I
;; ; Detectors i
I . I R iI . L._._._._._._._._._._._.l I n+ FLa i
i i
i i
i i
i i
i i
i i
i Main PLL ~~60 MHz i
i ~ Reference ii ~ewne i
i DAC ' MHz j
i ~ i
i !
i I

L._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._!

Here is a partial list of the measurements
that might need to be made on an am
plifier. Of course, many of these are
linear measurements and can be made wilh
a network analyzer in a straightforward
manner. Others. such as harmonic distor
tion or intermod distortion. have tradition
ally been beyond the capabilities of a net
work analyzer. This section will show
how to make these more sophisticated
measurements with the HP8753B.

At small signal levels, an amplifier provides
linear gain, but as the level increases the
nonlinearity of its transfer function be
comes significant. If the input is a
sinewave. then the output is a sinewave
plus harmonics. generated by the am
plifier's nonlinearity. In most amplifiers.
this nonlinearity is a function of frequen
cy. and so the level of the harmonics ma y
change quite a bit as the input frequency
changes. In this case, many measurements
at different frequencies have to be made
for a thorough test.

The HP8753B can measure harmonic dis
tortion as the frequency is swept. \\le will
examine its block diagram to see how this
works.

Network analyzer mode is the normal
operating mode for linear. two-port mea
surements. The receiver uses sampling
converters to down-convert the RF input
signals to I MHz IF signals. The La is
generated by a 15 to 60 MHz synthesizer
and step recovery diode. The S.R.D. out
put is a very narrow pulse with harmonics
that extend to 6 G Hz. The main phase
locked loop controls the RF source
frequency and forces it to be 1 MHz
above olle of the La harmonics. There
must be an external path from RF OUT to
R in order to complete this loop. At the
beginning of each sweep, the pretune DAC
tunes the RF source to approximately the
correct frequency. so that it will phase
lock to the desired LO harmonic.
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NETWORK ANALYZIER MODE
EXAMPLE 1

R" Sou",.. 200 to 250 MHI S",..p

LO Fundamental. 38.8 to 4a.8 WHz

LO I'Ittll Harmonic. 198 10 248 MHI

----11--1MHI

R".l II
I
I

LOJ11 11 i 111 t 11
1 2 34 15 "

"

As an example, suppose the instrument's
start and stop frequencies are 200 and 250
MHz. At the beginning of the sweep, the
synthesized LO frequency is set to 39.8
MHz. so the fifth harmonic of the S.R.D.
pulse is at 199 MHz. The RF source is
pretuned to approximately 200 MHz and
the phase locked loop is closed. Then the
LO sweeps from 39.8 to 49.8 MHz, its fifth
harmonic sweeps from 199 to 249 MHz.
and the RF source sweeps from 200 to 250
MHz. tracking the LO's fifth harmonic.

HP 8753B BLOCK DIAGRAM-HARMONIC MEASUREMEr17
r'RF'S'ou;C;'-1
jO.3-3000 101HZ; r'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-,
! ~R"clfTAlai....... j~ .hMH11 iI y !OUT!~~ 'F j
i i !. Dete~ OIS !
i i! I
j j '\ S 1M"z j
!! I B~ iI L._._._._._._._._._._._._.; L n+ FLO i
! S.RD!

! FLO i
i i
i i
i MaIn PU 15-60 MI-Iz !
I ~ Reference!
',' Pretune , MrlZ I.

...... DAC

:.." <H "v i
! H· 1.2.3 !L._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._. ._._._. ._._._._._. J

The HP87538 can also make swept har
monic measuremeIl;S. where the level of
the second or third l-iarmonic produced by
the DUT is displa yed versus frequency.
For this measurements, the main PLL
reference frequency is divided by the har
monic number and becomes 500 KHz for
second harmonic or 333 KHz for third.
The RF source fundamental frequency is
down converted in the samplers to this
reference frequency and is rejected by the
I MHz bandpass filters. The second or
third harmonic is down converted to I
MHz and is measured by the IF circuitry.

For example. suppose you are making a
second harmonic measurement with stan
and stop frequencies of 200 and 250 MHz
(these are the fundamental frequencies).
The synthesized LO sweeps from 39.9 to
49.9 MHz, and its fifth harmonic sweeps
from 199.5 to 249.5 MHz, so the fun
damental of the RF source is down
converted to 500 KHz. The tenth har
monic of the LO sweeps from 299 to 499
MHz and the second harmonic of the RF
source sweeps from 400 to 500 MHz. so it
is down-converted to I MHz. Hence. the
second harmonic signal is measured and
not the fundamental.

"
'"1i500 kHz

11MHI

SECOND HARMONIC MEASUREMENT:
EXAMPLIE 2

1MHI--1I--

600 kHz ---i I-- II
II IIf" I' IiIOlfT OUT) iI 11

I I "
I IJO I I

1111111111
1 2 3 4 15 l5 7 a 8 10 "

R" "undamontal • 200 to 250 101Hz
"F $Kond Harmonic. 400 to 600 ~Hz

LO "undamantal • 3'.8 to 48.8 MHI
LO nth Harmolc • 19'.5 to 248.5 101Hz

LO Tantll Harmonic. 388 to 488 101Hz
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HP 87538
(Network AMIyz.r Mode, Harmonic M•••uremenO

40 d8

HP 87538 Soun:e power 'e..' < 0 d8m
HP 87538 Receiver Input level < -30 d8m
Harmonie melaurement dynlm'c rlnge > 40 dBc

p,t,T7433

Here is a setup showing the swept har
monic measurement. The HP8753B dis
plays the level of the second or third har
monic of the fundamental frequency, so
the harmonic level can be measured over a
broad frequency range in a single sweep.
This is much faster than taking the data
one frequency at a time with a signal
generator and spectrum analyzer.

A pad may be needed on the output of the
amplifier to reduce the signal levels at the
receiver inputs. If the receiver levels are
<-30 dBm and the HP8753B source power
is <0 dB, the harmonic measurement has 40
dB dynamic range.

SWIEPT THIRD HARIMIO~IC MIEA URIEMIE~T

HP83 A TH AD H AMON F (DB)

"""- '-- """---'\. -.. AJ
~

I~
'Y\~~A WH

CHS B
d2/d1

Hld

log HAG
log HAG

10 dBI REF 0 dB
!5 as/ REF 0 dB

This data shows the level of the third har
monic signal relative to the fundamental
signal at the output of the amplifier. The
next question is - what is the output power
level that produces these harmonics? Be
cause of the amplifier's frequency
response. its output level is not constant in
this data. Generally, the harmonics need
to be measured at some specified output
power which should be constant versus
frequency.

CHi START 115.000 000 MHz
CH2 ST .... AT US. 000 000 MHz.

STOP 2 000.000 000 MHz
STOP 2 000.000 000 MHz.

1>A.T74J4

sWIEPr H~IRMOIN~C ImSrOlRr~OIN

At constant output power

HP 87538
fjet_k Anaty.", Mode,
Harmonk; ......ur• ..-nt.)

HP-IB

40 d8

PAT7435

We can use the new power meter calibra
tion feature of the HP8753B to maintain a
constant output power from the amplifier.
The power sensor is connected to the am
plifier output and the HP8753B reads the
power meter over HPIB, then corrects its
source power to maintain a constant am
plifier output power versus frequency.
Then the amplifier output is reconnected
to the test set and the source power re
mains corrected while the measurement is
made.
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CMi B log Io4AI): 10 dBI REF 0 dB
d2/cH log MAG e dBI RE~ 0 dB

SWIEPl lH~R\DI HARMOINl!C MIEASURIEMlElNll
W~lH POWIER MlEllER CAL

If the amplifier needs to be tuned during
the measurement, it is best to ha ve the
power meter correction running con
tinuously. In this case, a power splitter can
be used on the amplifier output with the
power sensor connected to one arm and
the test set connected to the other. The
HP8753B continually corrects its source
power to maintain constant amplifier out
put power, even though the amplifier's
gain may be changing.

l-Iere is the third harmonic data again, but
this time a power meter cal was used to
hold the output level at a constant +20
dBm.

STOFI 2 000.000 000 104Hz
STOP 2 000.000 000 104Hz PATl436

HP.3< A TH AD H RMON F (0. I AT +200BH

V -.r
~'"

~ .rJ , .... J..~
IV V 'r

PC

H-3
Hld

CHi START 1e.000 000 MHz
CH2 SfART Us. 000 000 MI-(z

Hld

.
PC

This swept harmonic measurement is used
on our production lines at Hewlett
Packard to measure the performance of
amplifier microcircuits.

b
ain

ldB

__ --l
~
POUT

P 1 dB

Gain compression is another measure of an
amplifier's nonlinearity. It can be repre
sented as output power versus input power,
or gain versus output power. For small
signals, the output power is proportional to
the input power. But as the level increases
and the amplifier approaches saturation,
the output power reaches a limit and the
gain drops. The I dB compression point is
often specified; it is the output power level
at which the gain is I dB less than its small
signal va lue.

• 1 dB comp,..•• lon pofnt ; t .... output I.... ' .t whk::h the .m~r"r gal"
drop. 1dB below It_ amal elgnal value.

P....T7438
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Step t Connect pow.r ••Mot to t.1It port t Pwform power m.t.r cal.
Slop 2. FIoplo•• OUT with TMRU. p.,'orm rwpone. CeL
Stap 3. ConnKt OUT and make m••au r..m.nL

To make this gain compression measure
ment. the HP8753B sweeps its source
power at a fixed frequency. and displays
the gain of the amplifier versus power
level. But the power levels on the display
apply to the signal at the network an
alyzer's "RF OUT" connector. not the sig
nal at the test port. This setup uses the
power meter cal to improve the accur<lcy
of the power level at the input of the
amplifier.

A pad may be necessary on the amplifier's
output to prevent overdri\'ing the instru
ment. The recei\'Cr channels' signal levels
should be kept in their most linear region (
10 to -60 dBm.) The response of the pad
a nd test set ca n be removed wit h a
response ca I.

This is the compression data for the am
plifier; it shows gain versus input power•
and the 1 dB compression point is shown
at the marker. To get the output power at
this point. just add the gain to the input
power.

A third measure of an amplifier's non
linearity is the two-tone intermodulation
distortion. A spectrum analyzer is the most
convenient instrument for this measure
ment, but the HP8753B can also be used.
Details of this are given in Appendix A.
for the interested reader.

.1: 27 1. dB

HP 43611

Pow.r MM.'

lEASLJREMlE T

HP-l8

40 d8

1 dB/ REF 28 13 dBlog IolAG

HP 17538
~ot_k "naly•., Mod•.

CW Po"., S"oopI

2'
HP83 • '0 COM RESS pN PO NT - ·23. -3 3 128M

~r--.---..0
r----.r-....

~

Hld

CHIS

.
PC
Co-

START -10.0 cUlm Cloi 3 000.000 000 folMJ: STOP 0.0 128m P~'7.H:

OU1U IE

In the next section. we will look at how to
make mixer measurements using the new
capabilities of the HP8753B.

1. Introduction

2. Amplifier Measurements

• 3. Mixer Measurements

4. Conclusion
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Conversion Loss
Bandwidth
Reflection Coefficient

Isolation
Group Delay

Conversion Compression

Here are some of the measurements that
are made on mixers. tuners, receivers. and
frequency translation devices. in general.
Most of these are very difficult for vector
network analyzers, because the input and
output signals of the DUT are at different
frequencies. One problem is that there is
no simple calibration process to remove the
errors of the measurement system. as there
is for linear two-port measurements.

Cony Loss vs. IF Freq

(Fixed LO Freq)

A RF--\2)- IF A
1

LO

~"b::::
o

IF Fr.q

Cony Loss vs. RF Freq

(Fixed IF Freq)

ARF--\2)-IF

LO

Conversion loss is a parameter commonly
specified for a mixer. It is the IF power
over the RF power as a function of either
the IF frequency (with a fixed LO) or the
RF frequency (with a fixed IF.) \Ve will
see how to make both of these measure
ments with the HP8753B: first we will
consider the fixed LO measurement. which
uses the HP8753B's frequency offset mode.

HP 87538 IBLOCK IDIAGIRAM-IFIRIEQUIEINICY OIFIFSET

Frequency offset mode is the major con
tribution of the HP8753B to mixer testing.
It allows the RF source to be offset from
the receiver by a fixed frequency, as they
sweep. The operator enters the IF start
and stop frequencies and the offset value
from the HP8753B front panel. At the
start of the sweep, the RF source is pre
tuned to the IF frequency plus the offset.
and the main PLL is locked up. Then the
receiver sweeps O\'er the IF range. and the
source tracks it with the fixed offset.Referen~

lMHz

~-60 ~H2

A

- ~
'-.,~

,.._._._._._._._,
i i
i j
i RF Sou~. i
!O.3-3000 104 Hzj

I ~ RF ~?\Y'~"'"! ~OUT t; ~_._._._._._._.__._._._...: 1: n. FLO

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
iL._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._. ._._._._._._._. 1
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F

,

FREQUENCY OFf' lET MEASUREMENT:
EXAM P>llE 3

Mlxe' II' • 30 10 50 MH. Mlxe, RI' t
Io4lxe' LO .100 104Hz i'-----L---""""'I'

~b••r RF • 130 to 150 MHz Mlx.r LO t
HP 1753B LO .2V to 411 104Hz JL__--'----__--:

.!RI' ,- LO RI' + LO I'
t-4lx.r IFl..J t

.........-::~ ....... _ ,_ J I.

'\,~. S HP 1753B L~ 11111111I 1

Suppose, for instance. that the signal
generator is set to 100 MHz and the
HP8753B start and stop frequencies are 30
and 50 MHz. Then the receiver will
sweep from 30 to 50 MHz while the RF
source sweeps from 130 to 150 MHz. The
HP8753B will display conversion loss as a
function of IF frequency .

Note thnt other signals will come out of
the mixer besides the desired IF. These
unwanted signals can mix with the har
monics of the network analyzer LO and
produce signals that interfere with the I
MHz IF. This can cause measurement
errors. or even a loss of phase lock.

CO~VlElRS~O lOSS MIE~SU iElKo~=~rl

Swept RF & IF, Fixed LO

• LPF not ,-.qulred for IF ""qu.nc•• below 11 MHz
* Sig Gon need nolbo Synl,...tzod

RI' Signe' Gono..lor

HP 17538
Froq Otl..llo4odel

To IIIa ke a conversion loss measurement
with fixed LO frequency. the HP8753B is
used in frequency offset mode and an
external CW signal source supplies the LO.
The RF frequency is always greater than
the LO frequency. because of internal
constraints on the HP8753B's main phase
locked loop. Pads should be used to im
prm-e the match on all three ports of the
mixer. as this affects the conversion loss.

W th FI ter

Wit out liter

II I\l.. '"
II

J

WIn NlJ\ III n
T~IWI

!!IT.un 1 .000 000 MHz STOF !50.000 coo MHz

It is usually necessary to place a filter on
the receiver's input to remove the unwan
ted mixer products which may interfere
with the desired IF, as discussed earlier.

The top trace in this data is a conversion
loss measurement with a proper filter. The
bottom trace is with no filter. For receiver
frequencies less than 16 MHz, the
HP8753B uses fundamental mixing rather
than sampling. so the filter is not needed.

PAT7A.:(.
STOP !50 . 000 000 I'4Jootz

10 aB/ REF -30 os
10 08/ REF -30 a8

M10

0"

Mlo
0 ..
eMl
CH2 5T.RT 1 . coo 000 MHI.

Clot! R log "'.G
CJot2 R log MAG
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CO~VElRS~O~ lOSS MIEt\SlIlRIEMENl
HP 436A Example with power meter cal HP 87538

Pow., lI.t.. O'.-q Ott..t lIodel

1. Reptlce OUT wRh THRU. tum ',.q orr•• t off, and perform a pow.r m.l.r ell.
2. W••au,.. chlnnal R, and do • repone. cal.
3. Connect OUT. turn t,-.q ou..t on and perform a ••eond pow.,. met.r cal.
4.......ur. OUT.

Here is an example of a mixer conversion
loss measurement. The IF nll1ge is 10 to
1000 MHz. the fixed LO is :2000 MHz, and
the RF range is 2010 to 3000 MHz.
Power meter cal can be used, as shown
here. to improve the power accuracy of
the HP8753B source. To remove the
response of the pads, lowpass filter, and
receiver channel, a thru cal was performed
as outlined. These steps considerably im
prove the accuracy of the measurement, as
detailed in Appendix B.

IZFM- t~ CONy L.OS9; LOr"HZ f'00Bi ~OO. 00 0 0 MH~

I I I
I I I I I I II
I I

\.oA ! I I
.~ I

~ i ! I
I I I II

I

i ! i I
I I

I ! I I I

I I ! I
,

I I

I I ! I I

! I i I i I

Hla
O'e

!3 08/ REF f5 dB J,,; 7 2879 ClB

This is the conversion loss data from the
example. The 1IS conversion was used to
invert the data, so the vertical axis is loss.
The top trace used power meter cal and a
thru calibration, and the bottom trace did
not.

One limitation on this measurement is that
the R-channel input level must be at least
-35 dBm for the main PLL to operate
correctly. If the DUT is a tuner or
receiver that inc.ludes some built-in filter
ing. the R-channel may not have enough
dynamic range to look at the stopbands of
the DUT.

START 10 000 000 "'1HZ STOP 1 000.000 000 "1H:r.

To make a wider dynamic range measure
ment. the DUT is placed in A or B channel
and a broadband mixer and appropriate
filter are placed in R-channel. The R
channel components are lIsed only to com
plete the phase locked loop and do not
C1ffect the datel. Power meter cal and a
thru calibration can be used to improve
accuracy, as before.

HP-IB

~
HPI642B

00 a 00 Signal Cdn.r.tor

eoo 114Hz. +13 dBm
'---------'

HP U6A
Pow., M.t.r

CO~VIERS~O~ lOSS MIEASQJJRIEMIE~l
Example with HP 1753B

wide dynamic range lFr.q Off..I Mode)
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TFM" • XT~L F:~TE~ , 0.000 0 0 MH'

I I . REF-l

I ( BW'I .~1f5 1~7 MHZ

I ~ l:.nt: 19 9001~15 MHz

0, '~31. 7
I

I i
I I 1\

i I I II 1\
I / \

~ ) '- A
I V -"
I

I I

el-::. 8

wl.
0 ..

log MAG 10 08/ REF 0 dB 1; 0 .B
The datel for this example shows the wide
dynamic range achieved with this
technique.

GROUIP DlElAV MIEASURIEMIE~l

CENTEF:l 19. gOO 000 MHZ

HP 1S428
Signal G.,..,.tor

~ ~oJ

SPAN .100 000 MHz

HP 17538
f"roq Ott..t Modo)

A group delay measurement is also possible
with this same configuration. In this case.
BjR is measured and so the R-channel
components do affect the data. A thru
calibr<ltion will remove the affects of the
cable lengths. the R-channel filter. and the
receiver channels, but not the R-channel
mixer.

Hlo
0'.

1. 126. ,,_

TFM:'1' • "T;'_ FIL'TEFl. '8. 00 0 o MHz

! I I
1
I

I
I

f\ 1
! II \ J
I VI I

I "' ./
II \

) I \
~ i

I rNJI I

For this example. the group delay of the
R-ch<lnnel mixer is very small compared to
the DUT, so it contributes little error.

CENTER 1S1.900 000 MHz SPAN .030 000 fr4M%
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If both OUTs must be measured simul
taneously (for tuning). one can be placed
in B-channel and one in R-channel, or else
use three-way splitters and place the DUTs
in A and B-channels (for wide dynamic
ra nge). In either case, a thru calibration.
with frequency offset turned off, should
be performed for better accuracy.

This data shows the magnitude and delay
match between the two OUTs.

Sometimes two mixers or two receivers 1
need to be matched in magnitude or group
delay. The set up shown here can be used
to make this matching measurement. First
one DUT is measured and its response i~

stored in memory. Then the second DUT
is measured and OATA/MEMORY is used
to compare them. The response of the test
system drops out because the two OUT~

are measured with exactly the same
conditions.

www.HPARCHIVE.com
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Cony Loss vs. IF Freq

(Fixed LO Freq)

A RF ----0--- IF A

1.0

ConY Loss vs. RF Freq
(Fixed IF Freq)

A RF ----0--- IF

1.0

A
~..~

o RF F..q

In this photograph is shown a typical con
figuration for matching mixers.

Now let's consider the second way that
conversion Joss is specified. i.e.. with a
fixed IF frequency while the RF and LO
frequencies are varied. The HP8753B is
used in its tuned receiver mode to make
this measurements.

HP 8753B BLOCK DIAGRAM-TUNED RECEIVER MODE

RF 8ynlholl..,

r'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-"
i i. i

i
IF i

Del.elora i
i
i
i
i
I
i
i
i
i

Extemel R.,.,.nce I
! i
L._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.j

This is the analyzer's simplest mode of
operation: it functions as a "tuned recei"er"
with a synthesized LO. and the RF source
and maii, PLL are not used at all. An
external synthesizer can be used as the
source if the instruments' timebases are
locked together through their reference
input/output connectors. This mode is
only useful for CW measurements.
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CO~\fIEAS~O~ lOSS MIEASLJAEMIE
Stepped RF & LO, Fixed IF

Extemal R.f....nc.

1-2. GHz DUT

To make this cOJl\'crsion loss measurement
requires two synthesizers to provide the
RF and La signals. The HP8753B is in
tuned receiver mode and it measures the
IF signal. As the RF and La frequencies
are stepped along in unison, the HP8753B
takes data and displays the conversion loss
at the fixed IF frequency. The timebases
of all the instruments must be tied together.

SEQUENCE CONLQSSl
Sta'l of Stq.str'lc.e
RECA...L PAST STAt
S",srEJol CON'""ADU.EQ
ADDRESS PRiNTER

1!'"
AOORESS P MTA/HPIB

21>"
Tl.NEO RECEIVER
EDIT UST
ADO
CENTER
500"""
s-
0,1

NWSER of PQNTS

DONE
DONE
LIST FRED

B

1.5-2',5 GHz

SCA.LEiDV

2,'
REFEP.ENC( POSITION
0.,

REFE~NCE '"....WE
3)~

CON'o'E'R5!Qt"
VS
MAt-IJ..... TRG ON por,
TITLE
~o.2De:Sf\GZ;evv1G:

TITLE ,0 PRHTER

TlTl£
F\.eCE,SF1GZ:CW1.5G:='

TITlE TO P MT'FVI-!j;'tS
lOOPCO<JN1'Ui

26.'
DO SEOLE ....cr.
SEO\.ENC£ 2

SEOlJENCE CON'.,.OSS,z
SUitt 01 s.olJ8'l"U
Tl:LE
uP:

MA"'l"A..l RG 0', po,',
TiTLE TOPR....~::;;;;
nTLE TO P Jr,4-;;l,"loI="S
a;:CR looP C,::x.J.,9EP
If lOOP CO:..t Tefl <> C r""EN 00

SEOiJENCE 2
TITLE
(),(S1<:6 C~'\'EI:lSOfo; lOSS :Va"'Z6G~':

AQOl=\ESS ;:.q;",....E~

""ADDRESS. P M-""..rPOS

13.'

The HP8753B's test sequence function can
be used to write a simple sequence that
controls the frequencies of the synthesizers
and takes the data point by point. These
sequences can easily be entered from the
front panel. and then stored on disc. if
de!lired. \\'ith the test sequence function,
many simple tasks like this one can be
automated without the need for an exter
nal computer.

2 ClS/ ~EF 30 CIS

fCMS17e CotVERS10N LOSS R -1-2 G~Z I II

I I I I

i I I
I ! I I, I I

t I I I I :
\ I I I
~i ~''''---I---- ~~

I r I
! ! I ! I

I I
I

i iI

This is the data generated by the test
sequence. showing conversion loss versu!I
RF frequency. at a fixed IF frequency. It
took four seconds to measure 26 data
points. The RF and La signals in this test
setup can extend to mm-waves, so long as
the IF frequency is below 6 GHz.

STOP ~oo .000 000 ""''''tt.
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Conversion Loss vs AF Power

1. flop"c. OUT wfth THRU. turn 'roq ott.. t 011.
2. Mollur. THRU.•tor. dala In .."""y. HP 17538
3. ConnKt OllT. turn freq off••1 ON. Freq Offaet Wod.. CW pow.r .w••p)
•. Mike m•••urlNnent. dlap"v data/memory.

HP "~28

SIgnal Gener,tor

1.5 GHz, +Ml dim

Mixer~ also exhibit conversion compre~sion.

which is analogous to gain compression in
an amplifier. At higher RF port power.
the conversion loss increases. A I dB com
pression point is often specified for mixers.

The RF power to the mixer is swept at a
single frequency. and the IF power is
measured. This measurement can be nor
malized by measuring a thru with FREQ
OFFSET off and storing it in memory.
Then turn FREQ OFFSET on, measure the
mixer. and display data/memory. The
conversion loss of the mixer will then be
displayed versus power level.

PA1142

Power meter calibration can also be used
in this measurement to improve the power
accuracy. just as in the amplifier compres
sion measurement.

Here is the conversion compression data;
the I dB compression point is +6.8 dBm
input power. Note that the numbers on
the horizontal axis are offset by 10 dB.
due to the pad.

You can also measure conversion loss as a
function of LO power with fixed RF
power. This measurement procedure is
very simi.lar to that used for conversion
compression.

C ... :, q/M log MAG

c:ON ....~S:ION cOM='IeSSlc:J"',

.". ----'----+--.,....----r------.:~___,
0"

ST ...RT -~. a CBl'tI CW 75. 000 000 MHZ STOC 20.0 dBrn

OU1U IE

1. Introduction

2. Amplifier Measurements

3. Mixer Measurements

- 4. Conclusion
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OlBJlEcr~VIES

J Define the nonlinear properties of amplifiers,
and show how they are measured.

J Do the same for mixers.

J For each of these measurements, empha size
the recommended ·best practices· to use
for good results.

J Understand the block diagram of the HP 87538
and how It makes thes e measurements.

This completes the objectives of this paper.
We have explained the new capabilities of
the HP8753B Vector Network Analyzer
for measuring nonlinear devices. and ex
amined its block diagram in order to un
derstand how it makes these measurements.
We have also seen many example measure
ments of amplifiers and mixers and the
details which must be considered for best
accuracy,

NEW INSTRUMENT CAPASIUTIES

SWEPT HARMONIC MEASUREMENT

FREOUENCY OFFSET

TUNED RECEIVER MODE

POWER METER CAL

TEST SEQUENCE FUNCTION

NEW MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES

AMPLIFIERS:
SECOND l THIRD HARMONIC
GAIN COMPRESSION
TWO-TONE IMD

MIXERS:
CONVERSION LOSS
MATCHING
CONVERSION COMPRESSION

In summary. the HP8753B Vector Net
work Analyzer offers exciting new
capabilities to increase the speed and ac
curacy of measurements of nonlinear
de\'ices like amplifiers and mixers, These
include swept harmonic measurement.
frequency offset mode. tuned receiver
mode. power meter calibration. and the
test sequence function. But measuring
nonlinear devices is still not simple: it often
requires careful techniques to avoid pit
falls. Using the best practices described in
this paper will help yOll achieve success.
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Appendix A
Two-Tone Intcrmodulation Distortion

TWO-TONE I~TIERMO' A 10 S ORriO'~

Pin P"",
""001 r-l)F

""001 6 6 ThIrd order

1
-&>-

,...
36)

F, Fz Freq 2F,-F z F, Fz 2F,-F, Freq

INPVT: V... A COl (W,1I +Acol tW .t,
Ol1Tl'l1T:

2nd Ouk, t.rm,: T&2 Al ~o. (W,! (J! ~ t+...

3rd 0., t.rma: ~ a, A' [co. (2<J t:W, )t + co. C2(J2~(J1ltJ +...

In addition to harmonic distortion and gain
compression, a third common measure of
an amplifier's nonlinearity is the two-tone
inrermodulation distortion (IMD). In this
test, two closely spaced signals of equal
amplitude are applied to the DUT, and its
nonlinearity generCltes third order distor
tion signals at frequencies 2FI-F2 and
2F2-FI. Second order terms and higher
order terms are also generated, but the
third order products are particularly
troublesome in many applications because
they are close to the two fundamental
tones, which makes them hard to filter out.

THIR ORDER INTERCEPT ~O ~-tT (TOO
Defn: The theoretical output power level at which

the third order IMD Is 0 dBc.

POVT Each Tone td Bm)

'-
TOI ,.

Fundamenta!" :,',Po
11010,

1__-+-_-

Third

Order

11010

PIN Eac.h Tone ~Bml

A cOl11l11on parameter used to compare
amplifiers is the third order intercept point
(TOI). It is defined as the theoretical out
put power level at which the third order
IMD products are equal to the fundamen
tals. In practice. the amplifier will saturate
before it reaches this level. so the distortion
is measured at some smaller le\'el and ex
trapolated to find the TOL

TOI =Po + 1/2 *IMD3

where IMD3 Is the distortion (in dBc) produced at
an output power level of Po (each tone).

PAT711(i'
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lWO-10~1E ~MID MIEASUREMlElNl

The HP8753B is used in place of a spec
trum alltilyzer for this measurement. but it
actually does not behave quite like one.
Since it uses sampling converters without
an input preselector. it is subject to
spurious responses at the image frequencies.
If a linear sweep is used to display the
data. the spurious signals may appear on
the screen. as shown here. The real signals
are marked with arrows, and the others
are spunous.

To make this measurement requires two
synthesizers to generate the two tones, and
some kind of power combiner to combine
them. A resistive combiner may be ade
quate. but usually some sort of hybrid
combiner is needed to provide more isola
tion between the synthesizers. Inadequate
isolation can allow one synthesizer to
modulate the other and produce sidebands
at the same frequencies as the IMO. In
this example. a HP85044A test set was
used as the combiner. The amplifiers and
filters on the outputs of the synthesizers
may be needed for testing some OUTs.
The amplifiers provide' additional isolation
and the filters attenuate the second har
monics on the two signals. The HP8753B,
in tuned receiver mode. measures and dis
plays the output signal from the OUT. A
step attenuator is lIsually needed to reduce
the signal level so that the analyzer's input
circuits do not generate excessive IMO.

RF ArnpUNo,

www.HPARCHIVE.com

HP .7538
(Tuned Ree.l....r Mode)

SPA.... 5.000 oeo "'Hz. PAT7ol1H

10 ClS/ REF 0 dB

CENTER 1 000. 350 000 MHZ

\ \
i

I

\,
III I I ,ft ,I I.

~'l~fVii~\tI OOW U~ ~fly AI A III 1/
~I~ / "fIJ, I II "

Tho HP 87538 con be uood In pleeo 01
• S~trum Analyzer.

Ext.mat R.f....nc.

HP •••21.
Synttlutrer

><1.

CH1 B leg HAG
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A better technique is to use a list frequen
cy sweep a nd set up a list of severa I sma 11
segments centered on the true signnls. In
this manner, the confusing spurious respon
ses are not displayed and the true signals
are measured correctly.

This is the measured data for the amplifier
under tesl. The step attenuator was set to
30 dB. The IMD level is -44 dBc at an
output power level of +10 dBm (each
tone). The computed third order intercept
point (TOl) is +32 dBm.

For comparison, here is the same measure
ment made with a spectrum analyzer in
place of the HP8753B. The result is prac
tically identical.

POINTS

2
5
5
5
5
5
5

I ~

MKR 6 -72~ k.Hz:
- ••. 20 dB

SPAN S.,,"~ MIo-l2
swp 20 rn•• 1:

2.: - ...... OBa dB

STOP 1 002. esc 000 Mlo4z PA-:?.....

SPAN (MHz)

5.000000
0.200000
0.200000
0.200000
0.200000
0.200000
0.200000

YBW 30 khz

10 eslll REF 0 dB

AT TEN 11l dB

10; HAG

MARKER A I
725 kHZ

-44.2C2l dB I

I
:

I
,

.,

'--' ~ ~

HPUA • TO -+32 BM - . 00 0 o MHz

REF-S.

.

\
I V \ I

IF BW = 30 Hz

usr ~!REQ SWlElE1P

SEG CENTER (MHz)

1 1 000.350 000
2 998.600000
3 999.300 000
4 1 000.000 000
5 1 000.700 000
6 1 001.400 000
7 1 002.100 000

Hld

CHi II

ITART liIliI? .8!!10 000 MHz

fT:j RE~ . II dBl'I'I

:.2 ClB/

CENTER lee0.3~e ~Hz

RES 8w ~0 IotHZ

SAMPLE



The following procedure will yield an
accurate measurement of IMD:

1. Chooa. 6F - ttl. fr9quency aepar.lon bet-..n ton.a.
2. Adjuat I.wla of the two .Ign....
3. ChKk for ad.quata "o~Hon Mt•••n Iynth•• lura.
4. Adjuat ".p .U.nlAtor to avoid ov.rdrh'lng recalver.
5. Flna' ct." - chang. the frequency a.plraHon

MP 17538

www.HPARCHIVE.com

Step I: Avoid "bad" two-tone separation
frequencies: use 10K Hz < f1 F
<1.8 MHz, excluding 15.4 KHz, 500 KHz,
992 KHz, and I MHz. Measure the level
of the lower IMD sideband. If it seems
noisy, change the separation frequency by
5 or 10 KHz. These "bad" frequencies are
the values where a spurious response of
the HP8753B lands on top of one of the
IMD sideba nds.

Step 2: Set up the measurement with the
OUT in place and set the levels of the two
tones. If you want to compute TOI, the
IMD sidebands should be -40 to -50 dBc.

Step 3: Replace the OUT with a thru and
adjust the step attenuator for -20 dBm
sign<lls on the HP8753B. The sidebands
should be small compared to the level of
the IMD you intend to measure. If not.
more isolation is needed between the
synthesizers.

Step 4: Re-connect the DUT, adjust the
attenuator for -20 dBm signals at the
HP87538, and measure the IMO.

Step 5: Try a couple more separation
frequencies to verify the validity of the
measurement. As long as f1 F is much less
than the DUT's bandwidth, the level of the
two IMO sidebands should be equal and
const<lnt as f1 F is changed. If not. this
il1\'ariably indicates a measurement
problem.



Appendix B
COn\'ersion Loss Measurement Accuracy Analysis

HP 8753B
(Freq Offset Mode)

HP 436A
Power Meter

C rJ ~ VE[RS~OIT\ij lOSS [MEASQJ[RE[MEIT\ijl
Example with

power meter cal

6 dB

HP-IB

2000 MHz, +16 dBm

HP 8642B

Signal Generator

I

L Cal
!HP 8482A;--!-------'

1. Replace OUT with THRU, turn freq offset off, and perform a power meter cal.
2. Measure channel R, and do a reponse cal.
3. Connect OUT, turn freq offset on and perform a second power meter cal.
4. Measure OUT. PAT7447

The idea behind this procedure is to establish a certain a\'ailable source power, Pavs, using a
power meter cal at the IF frequencies. This will make the power splitter output look like a
"perfect" source. Then, with a single channel response calibration, remove the frequency
response errors of the pads. cable~, filter. and R-channel. Next, establish the same Pavs at the
RF frequencies with a second power meter cal and measure the OUT.

Each of these steps can have an error associated with it, as shown in the following equation:

Total Error = Error in setting Pavs at IF frequency
Misll1111Ch errors in response CAL
Error in setting Pa \'s at RF frequency
Mismlllch errors when measuring OUT

+
+
+

Actually. we will use the root-sum-of-squarcs (RSS) method in this analysis. so that:

=

Each of these four terms can be further broken down and. calculated from data sheet specs.
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EI = Error in setting Pays at IF frequency.
E1 = Power sensor mismatch error + cal factor uncertainty + power splitter

tracking error.

HP8482A, 1 MHz - 2 GHz : S\VR <1.1, p <0.05
HP11667A, DC - 4 GHz : SWR <1.1, p <0.05
Power sensor mismatch error = .05 x .05 = .0025

HP8482A, 10 - 1000 MHz Cal factor error <1.6% RSS

HPI1667A, DC - 4 GHz Output tracking error <3.5% (.I 5 dB)

EI = [(.0025)2 + (.016)2 + (.035)~]1/2 = .0386

E2 = Mismatch error between pad~ during response cal

HP8493A, DC - 8 GHz

E2 = .09 x .09 = .008 I

SWR <1.2, p <0.09

E3 = Error in setting Pa\'s at RF frequency.
E3 = Power sensor mismatch error + cal factor uncertainty + power splitter

tracking error

HP8482A. 2 - 4.2 GHz SWR <1.3. p <0.13
HPI1667A. DC - 4 GHz : S\VR <1.1. p <0.05
Power sensor mismatch error = .13 x .05 = .0065

HP8482A. 2 - 4 GHz Cal factor error <1.5% RSS

HPI1667A, DC - 4 GHz Output tracking error <3.5%

E3 = [(.0065)2 + (.015)2 + (.035)2] 1/2 = .0386

E4 = Mismatch errors when measuring DUT.
E4 = Mismatch error at RF pon of DUT + mismatch error at IF port of DUT

HP8493A, DC - 8 GHz : SWR <1.2. p <0.09
ZFM - 15 Mixer. 2 - 3 G Hz : RF SWR <2.5. p <0.43
RF port mismatch error = .09 x .43 = .03~7

ZFM - IS Mixer. 10 MHz - 1 GHz: IF SWR <1.5, p <0.2
IF pan mismatch error = .09 x .20 = .018

Note that E4 depends on the S\VRs of the DUT you are measuring.

ETOT = [(.0386)2 + (.0081)2 + (.0386)2 + (.0427)2]1/2

ETOT = +/-0.07 or TOTAL ERROR =+/-0.3 dB
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The largest contributor of error in this example is E4' the mismatch errors when measuring
the DUT. This could be reduced by measuring and selecting 20 dB pads which have better
SWRs than the spec. Another large contributor is the tracking error between the two arms
of the power splitter. This can be eliminated by measuring the tracking error and loading
this data into the 8753B's "POWER LOSS" list.

One potential error that was not accounted for in this analysis is the frequency response of
the RF port pad and cable. These were measured at the IF frequencies during the response
cal, but they are used at the RF frequencies when the DUT is measured. Since these are 18
GHz components. this example assumes that they are perfectly flat from DC to 3 GHz 
usually a fair assumption. Of course. the pad and cable can be measured and their frequen
cy response can be removed from the OUT's data inan external computer program.

Flin- HEWLETTa::e. PACKARD
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